APC Technology Partners With IBASE Technology to Supply Transportation Rugged
Computing Solutions to ANZ Market.
Feb 2018: APC Technology is pleased to announce a preferred supplier agreement has been signed
with Taiwanese IBASE Technology (TPEx: 8050), a market-leading supplier of industrial PC products
primarily for the transportation sector.
Scott Begbie, Managing Director of APC Technology commented on the decision behind the
agreement. “APC Technology is primarily a designer and manufacturer of ruggedised computing
solutions but we also seek partnerships with market-leading suppliers to ensure we can offer our
clients world-class equipment. We look forward to developing our partnership in 2018 and beyond”.
Roland Chen, Vice President of Greater China, Japan and ANZ from IBASE Technology commented
on the choice of APC Technology as its newest representative in the ANZ market. “IBASE Technology
is committed to providing products and services of the highest quality. To ensure our objectives are
met we proactively seek out partners who also aim to provide this level of commitment to their
customer base. IBASE and APC Technology share similar business values and target markets which
has resulted in our preferential supplier agreement. We are continually looking to establish our
brands globally and believe APC Technology has the proven track record in supplying and
supporting clients in the transportation sector which will enable IBASE to obtain a greater market
share in ANZ.“
Ross Merchant, Business Development Manager at APC Technology further commented, “IBASE
offers a range of rail-certified products that will enable us to broaden the depth of our offering into
the sector which is a target market for our business in 2018. These include an all-in-one bar-type
panel PC ideally suited for passenger information systems and a range of multi-purpose railway
systems.”
APC Technology is the preferential supplier of IBASE Technology Transportation & COM Express/ETX products.
**************************************************
About IBASE Technology
IBASE Technology (TPEx: 8050) is a reputable supplier that specialises in the design and manufacturing of robust
industrial PC products. Since its establishment in 2000, IBASE has been committed to the production of high quality
products, and to the rendering of excellent services. IBASE carries out manufacturing and quality control at its own
production sites in Taiwan that are certified to meet ISO 9001, ISO 13485 and ISO 14001 standards. Specialising in
OEM/ODM/JDM services, its current product offerings comprise of x86 and RISC based industrial motherboards,
embedded systems, industrial panel PCs, digital signage players and network appliances for various applications in the
automation, digital signage, gaming, transportation, smart building, medical, retail and networking markets. For more
information, please visit www.ibase.com.tw.
About APC Technology
Incorporated in 1984, APC Technology has long been regarded as a leader in the design and manufacture of cost
effective, customised rugged hardware solutions. APC Technology designs and manufactures state of the art
computer/control technology packages for industrial and military clients who have critical applications where failure is
not an option. For more information visit www.apctechnology.com.au.
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